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Sustainability policy
Success is the sum of small efforts, little things make big things happen, remove a mountain by carrying
away small stones, big things have small beginnings…
AF Advisors recognizes it has the opportunity

As such, we give priority to our stewardship role

to create positive impact, but also faces risks

and commit to creating awareness, promoting

associated with the potential negative impact of

responsible behaviour and stimulate sustainable

its own operations and those of its clients.

investing in our own activities and in our service
offering to our clients.

As a company we commit to:
care for our planet: minimize our corporate environmental footprint
care for our people: offer a healthy work environment

care for our world: support NGO’s and other impact initiatives
care for our clients: offer our services responsibly, with integrity and
integrate sustainability where possible
Every year we will report on our efforts and activities regarding these commitments.
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Introduction
Our sustainability report and results over

improving sustainably, by continuously and

2020 are greatly impacted by Covid-19.

collectively focussing on small ways to make

The working-from-home policy stimulated

long-term improvements to the business.

certain initiatives (paperless office), made
some almost redundant (office waste

Kaizen

separation) and accelerated others (use

improvement) is a strategy where employees

of web-based technologies). Our greatest

at all levels of a company work together

achievements are the collaboration with

proactively to achieve regular, incremental

the Support Casper foundation and all the

improvements to the working process. In

creative ways which were found to stay

a sense, it combines the collective talents

connected with each other as colleagues and

within a company to create a powerful

to hold on to a healthy work environment in

engine for long-term improvement.

(Japanese

for

continuous

these challenging times.
At AF Advisors we actively work together

Kaizen philosophy

using the Kaizen philosophy to create a safe

In 2020 we also introduced Kaizen, which we

and pleasant working environment, diminish

embrace as an overarching philosophy in how

waste in all possible ways and become a long-

we manage the company and conduct our

term partner to our clients, by implementing

business towards our clients. Kaizen is about

these small improvements continuously.
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Care for our planet
Minimize our corporate environmental footprint

Producing less waste
The

environmental

footprint

from

waste

The sustainable purchase policy was still applied to

production is reduced over 2020, mostly because

the best of our efforts, although on a more limited

of the working-from-home policy. This working

scale. In this policy unnecessary plastic packaging

from home also stimulated behaviour in favour

is avoided, repairs are favoured over buying new

of our paperless office initiative, for example

equipment and discarded equipment or furniture is

in the use of digital signatures on contractual

recycled as much as possible. Paper, ink-jet printer

documentation.

cartridges, discarded batteries and accumulators
are separated from household waste. Additional
waste separation (for example plastics) is not
facilitated by the municipality of Rotterdam.
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Limit CO2 emissions
The CO2 emissions were significantly reduced

Normally we encourage bike usage, public

because of the digital client meetings and

transport, carpooling and ride-sharing as part of

reduced travel time. Going forward we do

our travelling policy. These were unfortunately

believe digital meetings will be a much more

not always acceptable means of transportation

accepted way of communication in comparison

during 2020. Where travelling was required, cars

to pre-Covid-19 and we will stimulate using

were the preferred method, but we hope to

digital communication.

revert this as soon as possible. The available car
lease program offers electric cars and encourages
car lease fromlower pollution classes.

The company already facilitated its employees to

We focus on energy saving by consciously using

work from home, but since March 2020 this has

the central heating and lightning and replacing

become common practice. Employees are equipped

the traditional lighting by LED lightning as much

with the means to communicate with clients,

as possible. Given the historic features of the

colleagues and business partners through web-

office building however, the general energy

based technology and communication systems, and

usage is still higher than we would like it to

our IT infrastructure was updated in the beginning

be. In December 2020 a specialized company

of 202o to better facilitate remote working. Also

performed a sustainability scan of our office

after Covid-19 we intent to stimulate employees to

building and in 2021 we will investigate how to

work fromhome one or two days a week.

incorporate their recommendations.
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Care for our people
Offer a healthy work environment
A healthy lifestyle is stimulated. The various

Diversity, a healthy work-life balance and open-

sports activities (AF Sports) which are normally

mindedness are standards which are stimulated

initiated were not possible unfortunately due

and promoted within the company, as well

to Corona. We intend to continue the activities

as a positive, encouraging and stimulating

as soon as this will be allowed. To encourage

atmosphere. During the lock-down in 2020

physical and social activity, a monthly walking

various initiatives were employed to connect,

schedule was provided in which colleagues

share experiences and most importantly, have

were matched and encouraged to meet up for a

fun with colleagues in an informal (digital)

lengthy and healthy walk.

setting. Self-made pub quizzes, live jukebox
sessions, game nights and digital meet-ups were

We focus on a healthy work environment with

organized. Connecting with colleagues in an

high standards on health and safety regulations

informal setting has always been an important

for the workplace. Ergonomic office equipment

part of our office culture. We tried to keep

is provided for example and eating lunch behind

up with this practice, as especially during a

the desk is discouraged. In 2020, required office

lockdown social interaction is an important part

equipment was also provided at home.

of a healthy work-life balance.

All staff is provided with a personal development

Every year a couple of workplaces are offered to

program supporting education and training

students to learn, gain experience and increase

facilities. The personal development programis

their career opportunities. During 2020 we

strongly promoted by our managing partners

had two students fromthe Erasmus university

and reviewed on a yearly basis.

working for us (part-time).

AF Advisors has an appointed counsellor,
available to all employees.
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Care for our world
Support NGO’s and other impact initiatives
We feel it is important to offer non-profit organisations our expertise to help in fulfilling their goals. We
therefore offer NGO’s and other sustainability initiatives our advice for reduced fees or free of charge.

Social partnership: Support Casper
AF

Advisors

values

partnerships

and

The partnership between AF Advisors and

collaboration. Besides two business partnerships

Support Casper consists of an annual donation

we have a collaboration with a social partner,

of € 5,000 and AF Advisors will participate in

Support Casper. We have chosen to contribute

several fundraising events. Furthermore, AF

to this campaign that supports the ‘Survival with

Advisors will assist Support Casper with its

Pancreatic Cancer Foundation’, in their search for

services and professional expertise.

a new treatment method for pancreatic cancer.
This disease remains a death sentence for both
young and old in most cases and Professor
Casper van Eijck is well on his way to change
this. We wholeheartedly support this campaign.
We recognize ourselves in the mentality of
Professor Casper van Eijck and his team, as we
are researchers too, being curious, and always
go that extra mile.
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Care for our clients
Offer our services responsibly, with integrity and integrate sustainability
where possible
We always keep our client’s best interests in mind and act only when assignments bring added value
to the client. We work transparently, strive to integrate sustainability variables in our assignments at
every opportunity and promote sustainable investment in general. This ensures that our impact on the
financial sector is a positive and durable one.
In 2020 we had several sustainable investing initiatives in which we were providing our services.
For example:
PGGM | the Kavel Model. We were responsible for the financial workflow in this health impact
initiative. This project aims to attract financing to implement a set of health interventions within a
specified region, to transform the way of working in the healthcare sector and to reduce the rising
costs of healthcare.
Maatschappelijk Financieren | private loans to sport clubs and associations. We were assisting
‘Maatschappelijk Financieren’, an independent financial advisor for non-profit sport clubs and associations,
with the investment proposition to attract new financing partners for their sport facility loans.
Rabobank pension fund. We advised the pension fund on the index requirements and the selection of
the index provider for a custom-made sustainable index for their equity portfolio.
Sustainability dashboard. We provided asset managers offering sustainable investment products for
the retail market, with a professional report on sustainable investing in the Dutch wholesale market
based on expert insights. It provides inside knowledge about sustainable leaders and shifting demand.
Sustainable Finance Disclosure Regulation (SFDR). We advised multiple asset owners on the level
1 SFDR implementation, supporting them in project management, legal representation and in-depth
implementation expertise.
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